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This invention relates generally to a method and appa 
ratus for automatically finishing a surface to extremely 
accurate dimensions. More particularly this invention 
relates to a plating process and the method and apparatus 
for plating a surface and automatically machining said 
surface while the object is in the plating solution. Specifi 
cally, this invention relates to apparatus for the deposition 
of material on the surface to be plated and simultane 
ously, or in combination therewith, for performing a lap 
ping operation on the plated surface while the surface is being plated. 
The present invention further relates to a method for 

developing a precision plated surface by lapping said sur 
face while it is being plated, whereby said surface is pro 
duced to true and accurate dimensions by a lap which 
may be used to produce a plurality of subsequent surfaces 
of like configuration with virtually no change in the size 
and finish condition of said subsequently produced sur 
faces. 

It is now the practice to plate articles with certain ma 
terials to improve their aesthetic appeal, as well as to 
protect the surface against wear and corrosion. Depend 
ing on the plating material used there are presently known 
two methods of plate deposition. The most common of 
these is the electroplating process which utilizes an elec 
tric current passing from an anode member to a cathode 
member (the part being plated) while the part is sub 
merged in a plating solution. Although the process of 
the present invention may find application in any known 
method for plating with various materials, the method 
herein disclosed and described is typical of the electro 
plating process for the deposition of a wear resistant sur 
face of chromium or a like substance. 

In Some manufacturing processes worn surfaces of an 
article have been plated with chromium or other abrasion 
resistant materials to rebuild the worn areas. These sur 
faces are subsequently machined to an accurate finish to 
provide a precision fit between the plated part and a 
mechanical component operationally arranged in close 
association with said plated surface. This machining usu 
ally comprises the operation of grinding the plated area 
so that a close working fit is produced between said com 
ponents. 

Although surfaces of many configurations may be pro 
duced in various types of articles, the present invention 
is herein disclosed specifically in connection with the 
method and apparatus for producing a precision cylin 
drical bore in a reciprocating plunger pump of the type 
used in fuel injection systems for internal combustion 
engines. It is the present practice to machine the bore 
surface of the pump and finish said bore with a plurality 
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of diamond charged laps that increase in diameter in in 
crements of a few millionths of an inch. Each lap is, 
therefore, forced into a bore that is slightly smaller than 
the lap in order to remove the excess material. This 
operation continues until the largest lap produces a bore 
surface of desired dimension. The pump bore is then 
selectively fitted with a pump plunger that has been pro 
duced to accurate dimensions by other means. 
One obvious disadvantage of this practice is the cost 

of labor required to select the proper plunger for the 
bore which will produce a fluid tight fit between the mat 
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ing parts and the necessity of maintaining these com 
ponents mated until they are ready for use. 
Another disadvantage of the present method of manu 

facture is the cost of recharging and resizing the diamond 
charged laps in addition to the tool and labor costs in 
volved in finishing each bore with a plurality of laps of 
increasing diameter. 

Another difficulty presently encountered is in produc 
ing a bore surface in a pump barrel wherein said Surface 
is truly cylindrical and capable of restraining the extreme 
ly high fluid pressures which are customarily imposed on 
pumps of the types used in fuel injection systems. 

It has heretofore been impossible to perform a machin 
ing operation on a plated surface while the part is in the 
solution with conventional metal laps because the solu 
tion contains acids which cause corrosion of the surface 
of such laps. It is, therefore, an important object of this 
invention to provide a tool for machining a plated Surface 
which is made of a material that is not affected by acid 
attack, thereby permitting the machining operation to be 
conducted while the part is in the plating solution. 
The present invention is applicable to and has as an 

other of its objects the provision of a method and appa 
ratus for plating and finai machining a surface in the 
manner described which surface may be continuous or 
interrupted, external or internal, cylindrical, or of other 
regular shapes, for the purpose of producing mating parts 
to predictable dimensions. The process herein disclosed 
is applicable also to any plating process for producing an 
extremely precise finish by simultaneously plating and 
machining a surface. 
An important object of this invention is to provide a 

method and apparatus for manufacturing components of 
the type described to such a degree of accuracy as to 
permit interchangeability of parts. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a method 
and apparatus for producing a plated surface to a pre 
dictable degree of accuracy during the plating process. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide means 
associated with the plating mechanism to perform a ma 
chining operation on the surface being plated during the 
piating operation. 

Still another object of this invention is the provision of 
a lap member constructed of a non-corrosive material 
that is harder than the plate deposit which is used to per 
form a machining operation of the plated surface while 
the part is being plated. 

Still another object of this invention is the provision of 
a dielectric lap for an electroplating process which com 
prises means for conducting an electrical current to cause 
deposition of the plate and perform a lapping operation 
of the surface plated while the part is in the plating 
solution. 

Another important object of this invention is the pro 
vision of a lap member constructed of a ceramic whereby 
the body of the lap is composed essentially of aluminum 
oxide and wherein for application in an electroplating 
process said lap contains anode means for conducting the 
plating current. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide control means associated with the plating apparatus 
whereby the temperature of the solution may be regulated 
or altered to compensate for wear of the surface of the 
lap so that all such plated surfaces produced by the same 
lap are virtually dimensionally identical after the parts 
have cooled. 

Further and more specific objects and advantages of 
this invention will be made apparent in the following 
specification wherein reference is made to the accompany 
ing drawings. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic view of apparatus representa 
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tive of the type required for plating a surface and per 
forming a machining operation thereon while the part is 
being plated; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view in elevation of a combina 
tion anode and lap member of a preferred structure which 
is used for producing an extremely accurate plated Sur 
face particularly, but not necessarily, by the electroplat 
ing process; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of the con 
bination anode and lap member taken generally along the 
lines III-I of FIG. 1; - 
FiG. 4 is a view in elevation showing a modification of 

O 

the combination anode and lap member with parts broken - - 
away to show the structural details thereof; and 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged transverse sectional view of an 
other modification of the anode and lap member. 
The apparatus for electroplating disclosed herein should 

be considered as typical of only one method of liquid 
bath pating. As seen in FIG. i. of the drawings, a part 
10 to be plated is clamped in a fixture i? supported on 
legs 12 or in any suitable manner in the plating Solution 
contained in a tank. 33. Part 10 is disposed between 
plates 4 and 5 of the fixture by suitable nuis threaded 
to legs 12 to hold the part it securely during the plating 
process. The entire fixture 11 and certain surfaces of 
part is are preferably masked to prevent them from being 

- plated. . . . . . 
Although the surface to be plated may be of various 

configurations, as heretofore described, the specific Sur 
face to be plated herein disclosed is in the form of a 
cylindrical bore 9 extending through the part 8. Bore 
surface 19 is machined oversize and finished by rearning 
or grinding, but it is to be understood that no special pre 
cautions need be taken in order to define an accurate fin 
ish of the surface 19 prior to it being plated. 

In the particular arrangement disclosed in FIG. 1, part 
10 is retained in fixture 11 in such a manner that the axis 
of the bore surface 19 is disposed in a substantially ver 
tical plane. - - 

Finishing of bore surface 19 as it is being plated is per 
formed by a dielectric lap member 21 preferably having. 
a ceramic body of aluminum oxide or other similar nate 
rial harder than the plating material. The lap is rotated 
and/or reciprocated by drive means not shown to per 
form a machining operation on the plate deposition, as 
will subsequently be described. - 
Where the plate is deposited by the electroplating proc 

ess, as shown, part 10 is made of a conducting material. 
so that an electrical current may be conducted thereto 
from a D.C. current source 6 through a circuit 17 in 
cluding a contact plate 18 which is held between part 10 
and one of the plate members 14 or 5. Anode mem 

- bers in the form of electrical conducting strips 22, such as 
lead, are used for chrome plating. These anode strips 
are embedded within flutes 23 formed in the body cf lap 
21. Flutes. 23 may be of various configurations, includ 
ing straight, or helical flutes as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 
2. Anodes. 22 are connected to a collector ring 24 form 
ing a part of a drive coupling illustrated as a double uni 
versal joint 28. The electrical circuit is completed by a 
line 31 leading to brushes 32 which contact a collector 
ring 25 secured to coupling 28, then through collector 
ring 24 to cause electrical current to flow through anodes 
22. . . . . . 

The lap member 21 illustrated in this specific applica 
tion of the invention is finished to a very accurate:dian 
eter, by any well-known machining process. It will be 
understood that since the plating solution is usually heat 
ed while the part is being plated, the diameter of the lap 
will not necessarily coincide with the diameter of the fin 
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0. 
ished bore, but the finished bore assumes the proper di 
ameter upon cooling. - 

In performing the process, lap member 21 is inserted 
into bore 9 through axially aligned, preferably enlarged 
openings 33 and 34 provided in plates 14 and 15 respec 

- 4. 

tively. Lap member 21 is rotated and/or reciprocated as 
previously described by means not shown, and under the 
influence of the electrical current from source 16, de 
posits of plate begin to form on the surface 19 of part 
E8. The build-up of chromium is consistent throughout 
the surface, substantially duplicating every irregularity 
existing in surface 9. As the process continues the 
crests of the irregular surface are contacted by the lap 
member 21. The relative motion of the lap 21 prevents 
further build-up of plate in these areas by machining said 
areas progressively until all the depressions in the surface 
are relatively completely filled with plate. With this con 
dition obtaining, lap 2 contacts and machines the entire 
surface to a very smooth and accurate condition. 

It is, therefore, possible in the specific example dis 
closed to define a finished bore to a predictable dimen 
sion by the deposition of plate on the surface of an over 
sized bore and simultaneously, or in combination there 
with, produce an accurate dimension by lapping or ma 
chining said surface while the part is being plated. It 
is further possible within the scope of the present inven 
tion to produce the external surface of the mating pump 
plunger by this method to such accurate dimensions as 
to permit interchangeability of parts. The lap member 
applied in this instance would of necessity be a female 
member. having the cutting surfaces and anode members 
in the internal face of a member of substantially tubular 
shape. - . . . 

Since the plated surface is apped while the plate is 
being deposited, the cutting rate is very light, resulting 
in a minimurn of wear on the lap. Conventional means 
(not shown) may also be provided to regulate the tem 
perature of the plating solution thereby compensating for 
the wear of the lap and resulting in the manufacture of 
subsequent bores that. are sized virtually identical to each 
other with the same lap. 

In many instances the rotation and/or reciprocation. 
of the lap will be sufficient to insure adequate circula: 
tion of the plating solution between the lap and the part 
being plated. However, in the arrangement disclosed. 
in FIG. 1 means are provided to furnish a positive flow. 
of the solution between said parts for most efficient plat 
ing of the surface. To this end a pump 36 driven in 
any suitable manner circulates the plating solution from 
tank 13 through a conduit. 37 and pumps, the solution 
through a conduit 38 so as to cause it to flow through 
the bore defined by the surface. 19. The pump discharge 

- conduit 38 is connected to an adapter 39 secured to 
plate 15 of the fixture as by capscrews 41. Adapter 39 
is preferably counterbored as at 42 so as to permit the 
lap to travel axially therein during its reciprocation and 
to provide a chamber into which the solution is pumped. 
The flow of solution is upward between the lap 21 and 
the surface 19, as illustrated in FIG. , and it is dis 
charged through the top end by way of opening 33 in 
plate 14. The upward flow of solution minimizes the 
possibility of entrained gases and air pockets becoming 
trapped along the surface 19 and insures an even de 
posit of plate thereon. 

It will be understood that apparatus may be provided 
to conduct the solution to the plating area without sub 
merging the part and fixture in the solution as previously 
described. Where appropriate, as in a machine having 
a plurality of plating stations, a closed circuit comprising 
a pump. 36, line 38, and a return line (not shown) may 
be used for circulating the plating solution through each 
of a plurality of fixtures. 11 from a common supply tank. 
Although the lap structure described is herein disclosed 

as a cylindrical member having anode strips embedded 
within the flutes, it should be noted that various other 
configurations are likewise suitable for this operation. As 
illustrated in FIG. 4, a modified structure of the lap is 
disclosed wherein said lap comprises a plurality of discs 
43, made of a similar ceramic material, and alternately 
disposed discs 44, made of an anode material. These 
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discs are retained in stacked assembly by a through bolt 
46 and secured together by a nut 47 threaded on the 
end of bolt 46. The ceramic discs 43 are provided with 
Suitable slots 48 defining passages through which the 
Solution is pumped. Simultaneously the peripheral faces 
of discs 43 lap the plated surface 19 by suitable move 
ment of the lap member 21 as the plate deposit begins 
to build up sufficiently to contact the lap surface. 
Ceramic bodies of the type described are inherently 

fragile and where applicable a different structure may 
be used in order to produce a ceramic lap of a more 
sturdy structure. To this end a modification of the lap 
structure is disclosed in FIG. 5 wherein a lap body 51 
made of a rigid material such as metal is provided with 
flutes 52 to form the core of the lap. Ceramic material, 
predominantly aluminum oxide or any substance harder 
than the plating material, may be bonded to the body 
of the lap, as at 53, and subsequently machined to an 
accurate dimension for producing a given size. Further 
more, anode strips 54 made of lead or other suitable ma 
terials may likewise be embedded within the flutes of 
the lap. This structure produces a stronger lap mem 
ber for performing the process of the present invention. 
In a construction of this type it may be desirable to mask 
or insulate the side walls 52a of the flutes 52 to pre 
vent the plating current from shorting out where the core 
51 is made of electrical conducting materials. 
The lap member of FIG. 5 may have a core of an 

electrical conducting material which is soft enough, or 
coated with material which is soft enough, to permit the 
surface to be charged with particles of a dielectric ma 
terial (such as aluminum oxide) whereby the plated sur 
face may be lapped while it is in the plating solution. 
It will be understood that the particle size and the density 
of the lap surface produced by this process must be con 
trolled to allow the current to pass and still prevent the 
current from shorting out to the part being plated. 
Where the surface to be plated is of a configuration 

other than cylindrical; as for instance, a square or ellipti 
cal bore, a lap of matching configuration carrying anode 
members is reciprocated relative to the surface while the 
plate deposition takes place. 

Although the specific arrangement as herein disclosed 
relates to an electroplating process requiring the transfer 
of an electrical current through anode members in the 
lap, other lap structures may be used in other plating 
processes which do not require an electrical current and, 
therefore, the anode members as well as the electrical cir 
cuit will be unnecessary. This type of plating system 
is commonly referred to as electrodeless plating where 
the plating material is contained in solution in the plat 
ing bath and the plate is deposited by the autocatalytic 
chemical reduction process. The surface being plated is 
accurately finished by a ceramic lap while the part is in 
the plating bath as previously described. 
Means (not shown) may also be adapted to the drive 

controls of this mechanism to determine when the plated 
surface has been completed. As one example of this 
type of control, a hydraulic transmission has been used 
to drive the lap. As the plated surface nears completion 
the torque required to turn the lap results in higher fluid 
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6 
pressures which are registered on a torque meter to indi 
cate the load imposed. Experiments have indicated that 
as the load required to drive the lap rises to a certain 
level, the process is complete. 
The disclosure made herein has been specific to the 

chromium plating process and for this reason the anode 
means 22, 44, and 54 have been stipulated as being made 
of lead. It will be obvious that in plating with other 
materials, appropriate anode materials, soluble or insolu 
ble, may be substituted for the lead anode material dis 
closed in this application. 
We claim: 
1. An article of manufacture for use in performing a 

machining operation on a surface of a part being electro 
plated while said part is in contact with an electrolyte 
comprising a body made of rigid non-conducting grinding 
material and having flutes formed therein defining land 
surfaces therebetween, electrical conducting anode means 
contained in said flutes and recessed from said land sur 
faces whereby a plating action will take place on a work 
piece in relative motion to said land surfaces and spaced 
a slight distance therefrom, and said land surfaces will act 
to control the depth of plate deposited on said workpiece. 

2. The article of claim 1 in which the land surfaces are 
of ceramic material. 

3. The article of claim 1 in which the land surfaces and 
the major portion of the body are formed of ceramic ma 
terial. 

4. The method of producing a surface finish to ac 
curate dimensions which comprises immersing a work 
piece in an electrolytic bath, moving a lap which has 
grooves forming intermediate lands conforming to the 
contour of the surface desired in closely spaced relation 
to the work piece, and introducing an electric current to 
said bath through anodes disposed in said grooves to 
cause plating of the work piece and simultaneously cut 
ting away the deposited plating material until the desired 
Surface conforms in contour to the surface contour of said 
lands. 

5. The method of claim 4 which includes the furthe 
step of varying the temperature of the electrolytic bath 
to compensate for wear of the lap whereby successive 
work pieces can be produced to the same dimensions with 
a smaller lap. 
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